hp Engage One POS 200+
store rollout

200+ store roll out of hp
Engage One POS devices
across stores in the UK & USA
INTRODUCTION
Fat Face is a British lifestyle clothing and accessories
retailer, operating out of 200+ stores across the UK and
USA. KFP assisted with the roll out of 500x hp Engage
One/Go POS devices to 200+ stores across UK & USA.
In addition, KFP implemented Wi-Fi services and
network cabinet installations as part of the project to
support the overall installation. Post install. we provide
ongoing break/fix & helpdesk support for all stores.

CHALLENGES
Following the implementation of Microsoft
Dynamics 365 across many areas of the
business, a POS upgrade was required in
store to take advantage of the company wide
implementation. In turn, in store infrastructure
required upgrading to deliver reliable network
& Wi-Fi capabilities to effectively support the
new POS technology. A key driver for this roll
out was to enable mobile point of sale.

DELIVERING PROJECT EXCELLENCE
With over 25 years’ experience providing retail IT
services & support, we were confident that not only
could we provide Fat Face with a full and
professional rollout service, but we could achieve it
within budget and the required time frame.

Over the last year KFP have become a key partner of FatFace. Their
agile and skilled team ensured the smooth delivery of a complex
rollout. KFP now provide outstanding day to day support to FatFace. It
is a relationship that been key in the delivery of D365 Commerce to
our stores. - Shaun Chrimes, IT Operations Manager

With an extremely aggressive roll-out timeline across a very diverse
store estate, we needed a partner we could trust to act with speed,
flexibility and reliability. KFP quickly proved themselves to be just that
partner delivering on time and on budget and, as a result, we selected
them to take care of our ongoing support. The whole team from senior
director level to support analyst is professional, collaborative and a
pleasure to work with. I would have no hesitation in recommending KFP.
- Zona Smith, Director of IT

SUCCESSFUL PARTNERSHIP
Our strong partnership approach is key to delivering a
successful roll out. From offering the right hardware
platform with the best operational fit, through to
working with our clients to offer an end-to-end solution
that works for their business, collaboration is key.

REQUIREMENTS TO DELIVER THE PROJECT
Throughout the project, KFP worked hard to fully align with the
operational needs of the business, meaning that impact on trade
was minimal and carefully considered. We also worked in
partnership with Fat Face to ensure there were no roadblocks
capable of slowing down the rollout plan. With the roll out a
success, we are proud to continue supporting Fat Face as our
partnership continues to grow and expand.

HIGHLY QUALIFIED EUROPEAN IT
SUPPORT PARTNER
Fat Face chose KFP for our ability to meet tight deadlines,
provide quality installation services, and for our high
standards of expertise and qualifications. To date, we are
proud to be SafeContractor approved, PCI Compliant and
ISO 9001 registered.
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